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M.R. H. Shreve j}ew~ ~i~br~ <l&ncanb ~U a
Speaks On The .
Housing Plans
Palmer Auditorium to be Scene
Of Annual Christmas Pageant
Medieval Painting Of
The Adoration To Be
Tableau MotifN. Y. Designer Traces
Recent Arch iteetuul
Tr-end In Community
Housing developments in the
metropolitan area were discussed
by Mr. R. H. Shreve at the Con-
vocation held all December 12 at
+:00 P .l'vl. M r. Sh reve is a mem-
ber of the architectural firm of
Shreve, Lamb and H armon, of
New York, who has designed al!
of our buildings here on campus
frQI11 Windham on (with the ex-
ception of the new chapel). He
traced the improvements which
have taken place in community
housing in the last hundred years
and explained in detail the Metro-
politan Life Insurance Housing
Development of which he is the
chairman. His lecture was illus-
trated with slides which showed
rhe changes in the functional plan-
ning of such projects.
Mr. Shreve started by explain-
ing that the housing developments
are still in the experimental stage,
and that no definite answer has yet
been found to this vital problem.
He stressed the need for the con-
sideration of public responsibility,
satisfactory economic, social, and
political coordination; financial
problems such as necessary funds,
tax-exemption, and an income-bas-
is for the families living in these
areas; and the location of the new
developments.
The general trend, as pointed
out by the speaker, is toward de-
creased density (Humber of persons
(Continued to Page Five)
Dean Nye Reports
On Study of Latin
The Institute of Roman Studies
ill Rome, Italy, in T938 announced
the project of a periodical of inter-
national interest under the name
of "Per 10 Studio e l'Uso del Lat-
ino." The intention is to investi-
gate and to record the history of
the teaching and use of the Latin
language in the different nations of
the world, and ultimately to en-
courage its further development as
an international medium of com-
munication.
Dean N ye, Chai rman of the De-
partment of Classical Philology,
who has been for some years
one of the contributing editors of
All);iliu1Il Lati1/.ulll, the Latin mag-
azine published in Brooklyn, New
York, was asked to report for the
United States. Her article, HSome
Facts concerning the Study of Lat-
in in the United States of Ameri-
ca," was published last summer in
the second number, on pages T26
to 132. Very interesting are the
papers in the same number dealing
with the teaching and use of Lat-
in in Great Britain and Roumania.
The first number contained excel-
lent reports from France, Belgium,
etc.
The editors of this magazine an-
nounce that articles will be ac-
cepted not only in Latin but in
any European language. In the
case of the latter, however, a sum-
mary in Latin must invariably fol-
low the article. The numbers that
have already appeared are on file
in the Palmer Library.
Red Cross Drive At C. C.
Colleets $368.10; 704
Persons Contributing
The Red Cross Membership
Drive at Connecticut College is
over for another year and $368. IO
have been sent to National Head-
quarters. The college is able to re-
port two contributing members
(5.00), 199 annual members
($Lao), and a total of 704 per-
sons giving to the fund. Many of
the college houses boast 100 per
cent contribution and should have
the emblem signifying this fact; if
any group has been missed, please
come to Room 302, New London
Hall for the "100 per cent Strong"
card. The house having the largest
contribution percentage is Knowl-
ton with an average of $0.72 per
person.------
President Blunt Asks
Students To Emphasize
Advantages Of C. C.
That Connecticut College stu-
dents obtain from their alma mater
"the desire and ability to be among
men of good will in helping the
world go forward" was the hope
expressed by President Blunt at
chapel, Tuesday, December 12th.
She stressed this aim in connec-
tion with the suggestion that stu-
dents returning to their prepara-
tory schools mention the benefits
they are receiving from college.
Often the beauty of Connecticut
College's buildings and site and
the extra curricular activities are
emphasized, but they are obvious.
Less mentioned, but equally im-
portant to those who are to hear
about Connecticut College are the
friendly relations between students
and faculty, and the great amount
of individual attention which stu-
dents receive in their courses. Pres-
(Continued to rnge Six)
Connectieut Presents A
Series Of Outstanding
Movies In Auditorium
This year we are fortunate 1Il
having a series of outstanding
movies presented here on campus.
There will be six-perhaps seven
-features shown, and according
to the present plan, they will ap-
pear as follows:
January 6 - "Th under Over
Mexico"
January 12-"Annie Christie"
February 1Q--"Ruggles of Red
Gap"
February 16-"The Lady Van-
ishes"
March I-"Cradle Song')
April 6 - "Of Human Bond-
age"
The tickets for this series were
on sale Friday, December 8, at the
box-office of the auditorium; the
response was very good at that
time. On Friday. January 5, the
tickets will again go on sale at the
same place for those who have not
yet purchased them. Six strip tick-
ets can be purchased for $T .00, and
we wish to stress the fact that these
tickets are interchangeable-any
ticket· being acceptable at any
showing. .
Those people who have to pur-
chase a ticket the night of a show-
ing, must come in at the box office
entrance (south side). Others may
use all other doors. The movies
will start at 7 :15, and it is desir-
able that all attenders be prompt
as there will be no ushers. The
price for this series is very low.
This factor has been one of the
committee's major considerations.
Not overlooking comfort and con-
venience for purchasers, by having
no ushers, and by having a general
sale of tickets only twice before the
movies are shown, overhead costs
are kept down, thus allowing this
very reasonable price for all.
What Interests You.
Most In This
Collegiate World?
:'\lindful of the season, the de-
partments of Finc Arts and l\.lusic
in collaboration with Dr. Paul
Laubenstein and ~lrs. Josephine
Ray will present the annual
Christmas pageant Thursday eve-
ning ill the Palmer Auditorium at
8 o'clock. This year the presenta-
tion will be a tableau, the motif of
which is a medieval painting of the
adoration of the Virgin.
Only the participants know the
exact nature of the program. Even
the Madonna, the center of the
tableua, will remain unknown
until she is chosen from the Seniors
Wednesday evening. Everyone,
however, no matter how breathless
and surprised, will enter into the
spirit of Christmas. Both the sing-
ing and speaking choirs will add to
the effectiveness of the tableau.
The procession, representing
people from all walks of life, will
be composed of the following fac-
ulty members, their children, and
students: Messrs. Sanchez, Cob-
hledick, Lieb, Cochran and Harri-
son ; Marilyn Cobbledick and Ros-
amond Logan; Clarissa Weekes,
Hallie Fairbank, Mary E. Rome,
Barbara Burns, Marguerite Hol-
thausen, Betty Walker, Alice Dav-
is, Apphia Hack, and Barbara
Hickey.
Under Dean Nye, c.hairman of
the general committee, are the stu-
dent committees:
Scenery: Josephine Selden, Su-
zanne Getler, Mariana Frank, Al-
ice Mendelhall, Constance Buck-
ley, and Olive Mcllwain.
Properties: Katherine Warner,
Martha Young, Jane Whipple,
Katherine Bard, and Barbara Ev-
ans.
Costumes: Jean Keith, Eliza-
(Continued to Pnge Four)
By Dorothy Reed '41
This interview was granted by
Dr. Charles G. Chakeria», Assist-
ant Professor of Economics and
Sociology.
Dr. Chakerinn is one of the most
active of our facultv members. Be-
sides teaching Econ'omics and Soci-
ology here at Connecticut, Dr.
Chakerian commutes between New
London and Hartford, where he
has various interests in the State
Government. While Dr. Chakeri-
an and I were 'talking in his office,
we were interrupted several times
with letters, telephone calls; and
three secretaries were kept busy
typing on the other side of the
room.
Dr. Chakerinn came to teach
here at Connecticut ill 1935·
"When I arrived," he remarked,
"I wasn't sure I'd enjoy teaching
as much as my research work. But
after four years here, 1 enjoy
it immensely. It's a very rich ex-
perience to work with college stu-
dents-especially in a small col-
lege." Dr. Chakerinn was grndu-
atcd from the U ruversity of Du-
buque, in Iowa, and took his Mas-
ters degree at the University of
Chicago. He received his doctorate
in Sociology at Yale; spent a year
in New Haven as Sterling Re-
search Fellow, investigating vari-
ous aspects of public welfare. From
Yale, Dr. Chakerian went to
Hartford. There, he served as di-
rector of the State Planning Board.
This organization acts as an advis-
ory body to the Governor by un-
dertaking such activities as the
making of air maps, conducting a
variety of economic and social
(Continued to Pave FIve)
Pageant To Signify Students Chosen To Act
Hope Of Nativity As House Librarians
During The Year
The Thursday evening Christ- T .
mas pageant service will integrate he students listed belo\~ hav.e
the contributions of choir, choral- consfnted to ~ct. as .Hou.se Libran-
speaking group, narrators, audience ans or dor~l1ItOJY libraries and the
and pageant all within the original Commuters Room for the year
Scriptural framework of the pic- 1939-4°:
ture of the Christ, which will fur- Blackstone-Marjorie Kurtzon
nish the "continuity" for the 'whole Branford-Alma Zeller
service. As in Handel's Messiah, Commuters' Room - Frances
the items included set forth both Baratz
the various expressions of the !\1es- Emily Abbey-Barba:a Be~ch
sianic hope in Israel and the Na- Jane Addal11s--~larcJa WIley
tivity Story itself, as well a.i early Knowlton-1\lary E~Cq:list
Christian reflection upon the sig- .l\lary Harkness---All11ee Hun-
nificance for mankind of the ful- I1lcutt
filment of this expectation in Jesus North-Irene Steckler
of ;\Iazareth the whole culminat- Plant-Phoebe Buck
ing in the pa~eant. T~ame~C~a:lotte Hosfeld
Suggestive titles in the printed VI~al-Vlrglllla Foss
program will enable the alldi~nce W~ndham-Betty Burford
to follow through the elaboration WlIlthrop---Betty Shank
of the l\tlessianlc motif from Gen- 1937 House-Helen Burnham
esis to Revelation. Thc continuity The books in these hOllse libra-
will be carried on in large measure ries are not to be taken from the
by the two narrators, stationed as dormitories or from the Com1l1ut~
in Stuart Walker's dramatization ers' Room, but students may bor-
of the book of Job, one on each row them for use in their rooms
side of the stage. for a period not exceeding one
The candlelighting ceremony week. A simple self-charging sys-
this year will be held at the South tern has been instaJIed, consisting
entrance of the Auditorium with only,,"of a notebook in which the
President Blunt conducting the borrower writes the author and
ceremony, followed immediately title of the book, her o\\-n name,
thereafter by the annual outdoor the date borrowed and the date re-
carol sing at the same place. turned.
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"Do You Believe In Santa Claus?"
Ordinarily, repetition is conceded to be monot-
onous j it is the opposite of provocative, and, except
in the teaching profession, where to repeat is to suc-
ceed ("normally, students are able to grasp the point
if it is repeated ten times .. " assures one of our per-
haps optimistic professors), it is conscientiously
avoided by those of us who seek to impress.
There are times and occasions, however, when
repetition is not only acceptable, but desirable, be-
cause it helps create an atmosphere, and recall tradi-
tions. Such a time and occasion is Christmas, and it
is therefore not amiss to turn again to what we call
the Christmas spirit, and to revive again the old ed-
itorial of the New York Bun which sought to answer
a little girl's question about what she called Santa
Claus. "Is there a Santa Claus?" she asked, and the
Sun replied:
"He exists as certainly as love and generosity
and devotion exist ... How dreary would be the
world if there were no Santa Claus-e-the eternal
light ... which .. , fills the world would be extin-
guished."
We say that it is not amiss to revive this--to
take San.ta Claus out of moth-balls again, to dust off
our Christmas spirit-and therein lies the point. For
in spite of our annual belief in Santa Claus, it seems
as if the "eternal light" is somewhat dimmed this
year, and that our Christmas candle will make little
impression in the midst of a general blackout. But
if we had kept our candle lit all the time, if we had
(Continued to Column 4)
Father's Cigar Money
Madam Curie once said on the subject of in-
sufficient funds for students, "Every nation loses
each year, therefore, a considerable proportion of its
rare~t and most precious vitality." How many po-
tentially great scientists, social workers, or teachers
do you suppose the United States loses forever by in-
adequate education of eager students? Perhaps it is
(Continued to Colunln 4)
CAMPUS CAMERA
ADOLF MEIER
LS 111E ONLY MALE TO
BE ffiAlXJI(TEO FROM
8RYIJ MAWR
COLLEGE IN
ITs S4-
YEAR
W1STOR'{I
USING A I'.OODEN
SU?PORf FOR111E
S11JMP Q' HIS AAM,
MARSH
~~,
'TB<AS 1ECH HURDLER,
ssr A NEW JUNIOR..
RECORD BY Sf EPPING
CMOR 111E 110 YARD
HIGI-+ HURDLES IN 14.2
SECONDS IN THI]
NA.AU. MEET.-
Fall And Collapse
Of British Empire
Is Theme Of Book
By Polly Brown '40
The Decline and Fall of the
British Empire written by Eur-
opa's author, Robert Briffault, is a
condemnation of the British Em-
pire and a prediction of its ulti-
mate collapse. His main thesis is
that the British Empire "went up
like a rocket and will go out like a
light." He contrasts the precarious
position of the British Empire after
OIlC centu ry wi th the strength of
the Roman Empire which with-
stood a fall for more than four cen-
turies. The British Empire must
fall for it is obviously on a decline
now. Mr. Briffault stresses the de-
crease in England's monopoly over
many products-in fact such men-
opolies no longer exist. Coupled
with this is the rise in the sea pow-
er of other nations. The Empire,
moreover, has been built on the
shaky foundations of intrigue,
guise of the civilization of the sav-
age in the name of the Lord. Par-
ticularly has this program of dis-
honesty and financial plunder been
applied to India. And India-
now in the process of revolt-is the
key both geographically and econ-
omically to the strength of the Em-
pire. Furthermore, within Eng-
land itself, there is a sharp cleav-
age, which is steadily growing, be-
tween the aristocracy and the com-
moners. Of the eighty percent in
the lower class, "half the number
lack the wherewithal to buy food."
Knowing this altogether too well,
NIr. Chamberlain has had to steer
his foreign policy between the
Charybdis of Fascism and the Scyl-
la of social revolution. Although
this book was published before the
outbreak of the war, it explains
quite sensibly Mr. Chamberlain's
hesitancy and his former leaning
toward Nazi Germany.
The book has to me two glaring
faults. One is Mr. Briffault's
great reliance on the human nature
of the two different classes of Eng-
lishmen. He devotes too much
space to the "aristocratic rradi-
tion," the "Burgher tradition,"
Hgentlemanly England," and "ser-
(Continued to Page Seven)
THINGS AND
STUFF
"Gone With the Wind" has fin-
ally appeared on the screen. Un-
fortunately, however, producers
say that it will be shown at ad-
vanced prices only until after 1941.
• • •
Opening at the highest box office
rates since 1935, "Du Barry Was
a Lady" is proclaimed as "Musical
comedy at its best." Starring Eth-
el Merman and Bert Lalu-, the
show promises to be a first ratc
production.
• • •
Only one play opens this week
in New York bringing around a
new low for openings during the
season. The play is "New Hellza-
poppin;" a second edition of Olsen
and Johnson's revue, playing at the
Winter Garden. A new score has
been written by Charles Tobias
and Sammy Fain.
Several newcomers have entered
the show among whom are Charley
Withers, Ruth Faber, AI Downing
and Helene Beck.
• • •
A piece of good news to those
who like good music is that station
\rVQXR will increase its power
plant to five times its original size
early in 19+1. This will enable
people to get programs which they
were unable to receive before. The
programs of this station are, as a
rule, devoted entirely to classical
music.
• • •
The Whitney Museum in New
York is now showing an exhibition
of the works (watercolors) of the
late Allen Tucker who died ap-
proximately a year ago this Janu-
ary. The exhibit is designed to
bring out the painter's personality
as well as his ability as a top-notch
artist. _..
Thursday night marks the reviv-
al of Wagner's "Der Fliegende
Hollander" last performed in the
Metropolitan in 1937. Kirsten
Flagstad will sing the part of San-
ta and Friedrich Schorr as the sea-
faring Dutchman."
"Tarmhauser" will appear for
the first time of the season on Sat-
urday with Lily Pons singing.
Free Speech • • •
(The Editors of the News do not hold them-
selves responsible for the opinions expressed in
this column. In order to insure the validity of this
column as an organ for the expression of honest
opinion, the editor must know the names of con-
trlbutors.)
Dear Editor:
It seems ro me, and I believe it is the general
concensus of opinion, that compulsory physical edu-
cation for seniors is an unnecessary adjunct to the
college curriculum. The average senior should have
reached the point where she will take a healthy
amount of exercise at her own volition. Further-
more, she has indulged in competitive sports for fif-
teen academic years and if she has not learned sports-
manship and cooperation during the course of this
time it hardly seems likely that she will acquire these
qualities in her sixteenth year. It seems surprising
that a college so progressive in every other respect
should cling to this superAuous and outworn prac-
tice. '40
Dear Editor:
You Darlings of the Gods are cradled in the
lap of luxury. This tender care has kept you sound
asleep, and you don't understand at all the world
about you; existing through the college years, ac-
cepting case and comfort, dreaming that the purpose
of the world is realized in your sugar-coated lives.
You take the warmth and beauty of the buildings as
if they were a debt life owed you, although the same
life gives to others cold and ugliness. You take the
food that's planned by scientific study, complaining
childishly because you're dreaming that your own
peculiar tastes should rule the world. And yet t.he
NEEDS, much less the tastes of thousands have no
nursemaid looking to them.
Wake up before you're rudely wakened. A weary
people doesn't feel refreshed by seeing fat and ugly
children ever sleeping. Wake up and give some
thought and action to the world or else the Gods
may crush you. Dreaming sometimes ends in night-
mares.
Yes, my Darlings, you and Imay find that even
Gods lose patience. '40
"Do You Believe In Santa Claus?"
(Ount.tnued from Columu J)
made our belief in "love, generosity and devotion"
an active belief, instead of passive, if, indeed, we
had not considered our Christmas spirit as something
to be called up on special occasion, only, there would
perhaps bc no blackout now. And yet, if the light is
only dimmed, and not quite extinguished, we may
be able to make it bright again, but not if we con-
tinue to think of "Santa Claus" as something fragile,
to be wrapped up tenderly with the other Christmas
ornaments-c-not, indeed, until we come to place
more emphasis on observance, and less on celebra-
tion, will we be able to say with the editor of the
Sun, "Yes, there is a Santa Claus."
Of course, the editor of the Sun was no author-
ity; nor are we, but you are. And it is not amiss to
ask you, "Do you believe in Santa Claus?"
Father's Cigar Money
(Continued from Column I)
even more important for us to think about the manv
young people who do not possess great gifts of bril-
liance, but who like us, want very much to go to col-
lege. How many girls, do you suppose, did not en-
ter C.C. this fall because their Dads weren't able,
as were yours, to send them here?
Two years ago some of our Dads established a
Dads S~holarship Fund. Each Dad could, if he wish-
ed send 111 as much as two dollars, but no more than
that. The money was to go towards helping a few
of the girls who wanted to learn, and-well, the
ones mentioned in the last paragraph. The Fathers
figured that the two dollars would serve them as a
meagre allowance for cigars for a week, but with the
same amount from others, its utility for some girl
might be much greater. That money would, and has
meant a college education to the eight girls who so
far, have received it. They are willing to work their
way here as much as possible, and that extra one
hundred or two hundred dollar scholarship money
is all they need to make up the difference between
college expenses and their earnings.
The college is still receiving letters and dollars
from enthusiastic Dads. Here is thanks to the Fath-
ers who are helping-and has your Dad two dollars
he could spare-after that last "demand letter" you
wrote home when you were broke? If so tel! him
we'd like to hear abollt it! '
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ARCHERY : Class Comperion
WOIl by Seniors.
Vnrsit y : Billie Bindloss '40.
If 0 nomble Alention Varsity:
Natalie Klivans '40.
First Team: Sarah Kohl' '41,
Jane Whipple '41, Pudge Simpson
'42, Barbara Dillon' 43.
RIFLE: Class Competition won by
Sophomores.
Varsity: Janet Hole '42.
Honorable A1entio1l Forsit y :
Pat Alvord' 40.
First Team: Elizabeth Merton
'40, Harriet E. Rice '40, Theresa Party For Children
Lynn '41, Gene C. Mercer '41, G B S d
Janet LaBar '42, Billie Mitchell iven y tu ents
'42, Audrey Nordquist '+2, Peggy A Christmas party for 150 of
Ramsay '42. the children of New London from
RIDING: Ithe Mission House will be given
Varsity; Jean Baldwin '+0, Lee We~nesday afternoon ~n the salon
Eitingon '42. of Kno~v1ton house .. 1 he st~~ents
F' TEl C'lb! have given up their tradmonallrsl eallt: ve yn I ert h "d h h, El' b h K' k 'k' ouse partIes In or cr t at t ese-to, lz.a et Ir 'patrlc - 4 I, . f hC h . Er ' M" T youngsters, rangIng rom tree to
, at enne las 41, arJone oy twelve years of age, might have a
41. good time. Next year it is hoped
TENNIS: Class Competition a that these parties may be provided
tie between Juniors and Sopho- for by an increase in the Service
mores. League Budget.
Varsity: Katherine Gilbert' +0. Buses have been hired to bring
them to the college where they will
f-Jollorable 114ell lion Varsity: 1 .play games, S1l1g, and lave Ice
Lois Vanderbilt '+1. cream and sandwiches. Each child
First Team: Miriam Brooks'+o, will receIve a gift from a real
IVlargaret Goldsmith '+0, Evelyn Santa Claus, standing near a large
McGill '40, Annette Osborne '40, Christmas tree. These gifts were
Laura Sheerin '40, Elizabeth Brick contributed by various members of
'+1, Carol ChappeH '+1, Priscilla the student body.
Duxbury '.p, Ann Rubenstein '41, The party was arranged by Ser-
Janet Swan '+l, l\tlarian Turner vice League, aided by volunteers
'-tT, Anne Dorman '-t2, Betty from the student body.
Graham' ,p, Pat King '42, Peggy
~lack '-t2J Margaret Grout J+3,
Peggy Hemingway '-1-3, Katherine
Johnson '+3, Mary Stephenson
'43.
After these reports were gIven,
plans for the coming season were
announced. l\lim Brooks, chair-
man of C.C.O.C., spoke for that
organization, and Betty Brick told
of the plans of the :\lodern Dance
Group.
A.A. then officially heralded 111
the new winter season by showing
ski movies.
Understanding Plus Acting
Makes Our Town A Success A. A. Notes
By Dr. Gerard Jensen
The presentation of Our TOWIl
on Saturday evening, November
z yrh, was even better than we had
expected. It was, we' hope, the
first in a long series of successful
productions of good plays to be pre-
sented by Wig and Candle under
the direction of Josephine Hunter
Ray. With an adequate stage,
skilful coaching, and good amateur
actors available, Wig and Candle
is sure to enrich and vitalize the
cultural life of the College for
many years to come.
Our Town is well suited for
amateur acting. In this perform-
ance it was obvious that all con-
cerned had a clear understanding
of the idea which gives shape to the
play, and for this reason the tone
of the performance was generally
good and the illusion unexpectedly
complete. Skilful lighting and well
timed stage noises played their
part, but without their aid the cast
could have succeeded in presenting
the moving reality of the living and
the dead. It was a happy chance
that provided Russell Harris for
the role of Stage Manager. His
performance, so important for the
successful production pf the play,
was almost flawless. Nature may
have made him a Yankee, but art
plainly stepped III to perfect his
performance. The acting of the
others was on a high level and was
not marred by accidents of memory
or stage fright. There may be
some difference of opinion about
what the stage professor should do
and say, and very likely William
Canty overdid the acting. I do not
refer to the sideburns but to the
comic nature of his digital exer-
cises and the vapidity of face. Our
Town is 1101 comic. ;:\1r. Webb
(Penn Jones) was an almost too
perfect replica of a vanished type,
but that may have been a matter of
costuming .. We wish that all the
actors could have spoken III the
naturally resonant tones of Betty
Burford's voice and with the easy
enunciation of Elinor Pfautz.'s
clear speech. The enunciation of
the others was not always good,
but it is too much, perhaps, to ex-
pect all amateurs to have a know-
ledge of breathing, voice placing,
and enunciation.
Our stage is a bit "hollow" as
the actors speak close to the brick
wall at the rear, but this will not
often happen, for few plays are set
on a bare stage. And an)' other dif-
ficulties of a similar nature can be
remedied. It is our hope that Wig
and Candle will require of its new
members at least one semester of
speech study with Mrs. Ray, for
without proper voice projection
and enunciation some of the most
poignant lines in a play do not
reach the audience. We hope also
for the day when the study of play
production may be a part of our
academic curriculum with the
stage for the laboratory. And it is
not too much to hope for ccu rses
III play writing co-ordinated with
the work of Mrs. Ray and the
members of Wig and Candle.
The grand wind-up of fall
sports took place on the ~londa}
before vacation, when A.A. held
the first coffee of the year. After
a welcome speech by Darby \\lil-
son, reports were made by the
heads of fall sports as follows:
Hoc K E v-Class Competition
won by Sophomores.
fIarsitv : Margaret Gieg '42,
Frances Homer J-t2, Helen Leder-
er '42
Honorable 1l1'11tio11 flarsitj':
Barbara Batchelor '.,pJ Frances
Healy '43, Virginia Little '42,
Faith Maddock '42, Mary Lou
Shoemaker '+3, Polly Thompson
'43
First Team: Marion Bisbee '42,
Martha Copeland '40, Dottie Gieg
'+0, Doris Hosteller '+3, Amy
Hutchinson '41, Paddy Linder '42,
Olive Mcllwain '40, Betty Vilas
'-1-°, Darby Wilson '+0
GOLF-Class Competition won
by Sophomores.
Honorable Ai ell tio 71 J/ arsitv :
Marilyn Maxred '40
First Team :Margaret Hanna '41,
Barbara Horner '42, Rebecca
Green '42, Marjorie Linder '42,
Ruth Likely '43, Mardianne Din-
key '43J Virginia Clark '40.
Carols Of Many Nations Tobe-Coburn School To
Sung At Christmas Offer Five Fellowships
Vesper Service To College Seniors
'Mid the crackling of Yule logs, 'Tobe-Coburn School for Fash-
the traditional Christmas Vespers 1011 Careers, Rockefeller Center,
were held III Knowlton Salon at New, York, is ag.ain offering Five
. Fashion Fellowships to memebrs of
7.:00 last Sunday evenuig. The this year's senior class according to
ighted tapers, the hugh wreath announcements reaching the cam-
above the fireplace, the festive pus today. Each Fellowship covers
Christmas trees, and palms added a year's tuition of $700 lt1 the
to the Yuletide spirit that pervaded School. Only one will be awarded
the service. The room was filled in any college of university.
to capacity with the chairs arrang- "Winners of last year's awards
ed in a semicircle around the fire- are already outstanding III this
Jlace and piano. year's student group," said Julia
Dr. Laubenstein, who presided Coburn, President of the Tobe-
over the service, stressed the tradi- Coburn School, in making the an-
tional theme of the "Universality nouncement'. "University of
of Christ." As in prevIous years, Maine, Wellesley, Syracuse, Duke,
the different foreign language Smith, Vassar, Oberlin, and Stam-
classes, as well as the choir, pre- ford are represented by last year's
sen ted native carols. Opening with winners. Honorable mentions were
'Joy to the World," the vesper awardcd in twelve other colleges
program continued with a prayer and universities. It is interesting to
and several well-known Christmas note that 'honorable mentions' and
hymns sung by the choir. The re- other applicants sought and obtain-
sponsive reading which dealt with ed positions in department stores
The Advent, The Three Wise because of the encouragement they
Men, and The Christmas Story, received.
was read alternately with the sing- "The value of specialized train-
Ing of "Watchman, Tell Us of the ing is indicated b)1 the progress our
:\Tight," and "Adeste Fideles," graduates are making_ In depart-
sung in Latin by the choir. tllcnr store advertising, merchandis-
The Romance language groups ing, styling, and fashion coordina-
presented an Italian song j two tion they are showing gratifying
Spanish ~mngs from Castile, progress. Eighty-two per cent of
Rucnos Reyes" and "Villancico"; last year's class had positions wait-
and the French "Taus Les Bour- ing for them when they graduated,
geous de Chatres." Dean Burdick. and we are constantly receiving re-
following the annual custom, read quests for our graduates, that we
the very lovely story, "The Leg- are unable to filL"
end of the Christmas Rose." The Women members of the Senior
Gcrmalllc groups who sallg next, class who wish to apply for one of
were composed of the Old English the Fashion Fellowships must mail
group, and the German group. registration blanks to the School
The former sang the sixteenth cen- on or before J alluary 3 T. All ap-
tury "Coventry Carol," which was plicants will answer a senes of
followed by the German "Auf Die qualifying test questions, which are
Berge." After the familiar "Cra- due February 29. Those whose
dIe Song" was sung by a duet, ev- work is considered most outstand-
ervone joincd in the beloved "Hark ing will be asked to proceed with a
the Herald Angels Sing," which fashion research projectJ due April
brought to an end another awe- 15. Announcement of the awards
Itlspmng Christmas Vespers ser- will be made April 25·
vice. Registration blanks, along with
complete information about the
Fashion Felilowships and the
Tobe-Coburn School are available
inthe Personnel Bureau.
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The Auditorium Affords ew
Music Room For Students
B)" Pat KJn=- '<It
Are you a devotee of the clas-
sics? If it's good music that you
lik.e, why not par a visit to the re-
cording room on the second floor of
the Auditorium? There you will
find a comfortable and attractive
place ... vastly more cheerful than
the music room in Plant basement
last year ... where you may relax
and listen to your favorite sym-
phonies, concertos, and sonatas.
Take your books with you if you
like, and seated in one of the green
leather deck chairs, you may study
while you listen. The room is open
every weekday from 8:00 to 12 :00,
from 1:00 to 6 :00, and in the eve-
nings from 7:00 to 9 :00. On Sat-
urdays the hours are from 12 :30 to
5 :30. There will always be some-
one on duty to whom you may give
your requests, and she is only too
glad to help you,
Even if your taste does run rath-
er more to Goodman and Dorsey
than to Bach and Beethoven, you
must certainly agree that the gift,
for which Connecticut College is
indebted to the Carnegie Corpora-
tion of New York, is indeed one of
which we should be immensely
proud. The Carnegie Corporation
is made up of the trustees of the
fund left by the late And rew Car-
negie; and its purpose is tha t of
promoting the diffusion of know-
ledge among undergraduates III
schools and colleges interested not
professionally, but culturally, 111
music and fine arts. Many gifts,
similar to the one presented to us
in 1935, have been given to educa-
tional institutions all over the
country. Included in the gift is a
Capehart phonograph which auto-
matically changes the records; 824
records in albums, 251 scores of
symphonies and operas, 129 vol-
umes of historical biographical ma-
terial, and cabinets for the records
and scores.\Vhether your favorite
is Tschaikowski, Brahms, Beethov-
en, Sibeiius, Wagner, or Debussey,
you will find an ample number of
recordings from which to select.
The musical library is a complete
and varied one. There is a small,
slightly dog-eared volume on the
desk in which all the records are
listed, according to composer and
type of composition; and to those
of us who are rather pathetically
ignorant of composers and their
music, this volume is a source of
inexhaustible information.
Of course there is always the old
excuse that you "just couldn't find
the time." But certainly there are
moments when you are able to
heave a sigh of relief, settle your-
self in an easy chair, and either try
to catch up on your delayed cor-
respondence or finish the sweater
you are knitting. Why not just
bring along your pen and paper or
knitting needles and sertle yourself
in the Carnegie recording room on
the second floor of the Auditori-
um? If you shrink from exposing
your ignorance, not having the re-
motest idea of what one should
properly ask to hear, it is a very
simple thing to merely sit and lis-
ten to what the other girls request.
Gradually you will come to realize
that Bach's fugues aren't nearly so
dull as you once thought, and b)'
dint of constant effort to learn, it
won't be long before the music
room will be your favorite haunt.
There aren't many ways in which
we can show our appreciation for
this gift, but certainly one of the
best ways is to make use of it. In
the realm of music there is beauty
which when earnestly sought, IS
sure to be found.
First Series 0/ French
Movies Will Be Shown
With 'the opening of the Palmer
Auditorium at the College, the
first yearly series of four French
moving pictures will be presented
011 the Campus.
Beginning in each case at 7 :05
p.m., the film will be repeated at
8 :45, glVll1g an opportunit), to
athose who so desire of hearing it
again in order to train the ear.
"The Pearls of the Crown"
(Les Perles de la Couronne"),
which opens the series on January
4th, tells the story of four pearls
which adorn the English crown,
beginning with the Renaissance
and covering the last four cen-
turies.
uDr. Knock" follows on Febru-
ary 22nd. This screen verSiOn of
the best known satirical play of
Jules Romains owes to Louis J ouv-
et's highly intellectual characteriz-
ation of a great deal of its charm.
On the surface, "Dr. Knock" pur-
ports to be no more than a sizzling
arrack on certain commercial as-
pects of the medical profession. In
reality it is an expose of the charla-
tanry of many brands of spiritual
leaders who offer their panaceas to
helpless foliowersJ and of the
boundless credulity of the masses
who make such charlatanry possi-
ble.
April +th will deal ,,-ith the rid-
dle of personality. Pi ran delio's
preoccupation with the enigma of
existence is well known. For this
French version of his early nO\'el,
"The Late Mathias Pascal"
("L'Homme de Nulle Parr") rhe
great character-acral' Blanchar en-
dows a sensitive dreamer's life
with all the elements of inner con-
flicr besieging a man who ufalls
(Continued to Page Sel'c-n)
Students Buy And Dress
Dolls For Poor Children
Exemplifying the cooperation
and Christmas spirit of the Con-
necticut College students, the
Christadora doll exhibit Hl the
Commuters' Room is an admirable
display. The dolls, which were
bought and dressed by the stu-
dents, are clothed in baby's dresses,
sun suits, woolen skirts and sweat-
ers, hats, shoes, and accessories.
Sending the clothed dolls to the
Christadora settlement is an annu-
al custom sponsored by the Con-
necticut College Service League, in
order to help make a more cheer-
ful Christmas for some of the
poorer children in New York.
The music was both good to
dance rOJ and fun to listen to. \Ve
think more than ever that Van Al-
exander has an up and coming or-
chestra of which we will hear more
in the future.
The hos and hostesses were One of our most innocent look-
~Iiss Blunt, ~li E. Alverna Bur- ing students has a criminal record,
dick, ~li s \Varner and ~Ir. and believe it or not. She was appre-
::\lrs. Jensen. hended at the age of five for steal-
In spite of the work and worry ing a spray of forsythia from pri-
connected with this affair, the vate property.
Soph Hop was something we all • • •
looked forward to for weeks in ad- h .It does nor par to be in osprr-
vance, and something we will re- able to vour friends. For further
member for weeks to come. :\Iosr referenc~ see a certain Senior in
to be remembered will be the feel- 1937 House. The other night she
ing of happiness and freedom from forced several friends to depart by
care that we experienced, added to throwing open the window, and
the brightness and color of its sur- opening the door. The result was
roundings. And so the hall is over. a sub-zero temperature. The
b~t we .can't forget t~e fun and friends, determining to teach her a
friendship connected With It, to re- lesson in etiquette, barricaded her
mind us of the '9·12 Sophomore I· h ili h hd d k I k f . Into er room) pi lIlg C airs, as-
ance, an to ma e us 00 or-, socks and pillows up to the tmn-
ward to another Hop next year. sam. \Ve are glad to report that
the culprit has become more hospit-
Christmas Dance To I able recently.
Be Held Dec. 27th • • •
Wednesday, December 27th at
the Pennsylvania Hotel in New
York City residents from Connec-
ticut for the first time will join
alumnae students, and friends
from New York, New Jersey, and
Westchester to help make the
Christmas Dance a success. What
could be more ideal than munch-
ing creamed chicken to the tunes
of Artie Shaw? For those of you
who wish to enjoy this rare pleas-
ure, see the following girls for
tickets: • • •
Teal Middleton - Humphrey When the late train pulled into
and Villa I. New London Sunday night, there
Emily Carl-Deshon and Shaf- were three Connecticut girls fast
fer. asleep in an almost empty coach. If
Peggy Goldsmith-s-North and another girl hadn't wakened them
Thames. , when passing by, they should prob-
Shirley Wilde - Plant and· ably still be trying to get back
Blackstone. from Portland.
Peggy IVIack - Branford and' I • • •
Winthrop. TIp to dance committees 1I1 the
Mary Enequist-c-Kncwlron. future : How about imitating the
Ethel 1VIoore-Windham.
Mary Reisinger-Jane Addams.
Janet Waters and l\bry Anne
Scott-Mary Harkness.
Helen Bernard-r937.
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Christmas Trees And
Holly Wreaths sed
On Festive Occasion
Collegiate Footwear
Sophs Reign At
Annual Class
Dance, Dec. 9
By Phoebe Huck '42
If you chanced to be going past
Knowlton house last Saturday
night, you probably would have
heard the bursts of music and
laughter pouring out of the win-
dows. If you had chanced to look
through one of those windows you
would have seen Soph Hop in full
swing, and swing is the best word
to describe the music played by
Van Alexander's orchestra. The
orchestra's stand was at the far end
of the dance hall, and was border-
ed at either side by two tall Christ-
mas trees, decorated with red and
silver balls. The panels of the
walls were decorated with bunches
of red and white balloons tied with
red ribbons. Streamers of red and
white extended from the four cor-
ners of the room to the large chan-
delier in the center of the ceiling.
The mantIe piece was beautiful
with a huge holly wreath, tied
with a red bow hung over it, and
foul' long red flannel stockings
with the numerals of the class on
them hanging from the mantle
piece. The effect was one of color
and festive gaiety. Punch and
cakes were served in the dining
room, and were tasty and refresh-
ing to the dancers. The programs
of the dance were perhaps the most
attractive features there, at least,
one of the most attractive. They
were oblong, and the celluloid cov-
ers had a picture done in red, of
the front of Knowlton. On star-
red paper, showing through the
cover, was the Connecticut seal in
red. The cleverest feature about
these programs, were the books of
matches in the back. Each match
was numbered for an intermission.
We would like to know the suc-
cess of that scheme, for' we think
that Marianna Lemon ~nd her
committee outdid themselves in the
composition of these.
The waitresses were dressed in
white net hoop skirts, with tight
fitting red velvet blouses, added to
the color and brilliance of the occa-
sion. They were: Mardianne Din-
key, Louise Radford, Marjorie Ed-
wards, Hildegarde Meili, Mary
Lou Shoemaker, Marjorie Ladd,
Elizabeth Pfou, Jacqueline 'Tack-
ersley, Roberta Bosworth, and
Mary Morse.
As at previous Hops, the East-
ern colleges were well represented
by boys froIll Yale, Dartmouth,
Wesleyan, Lafayette, Brown,
Princeton, Harvard, Cornell and
the Coast Guard Academy.
Palmer Auditorium To
Be Scene Of Pageant
(Continued From Pa,e-e One)
beth Thompson, Betty Rome, Con-
stance Buckley, Anile Peabody,
Ruth DeYoe, and Wilma Swiss-
ler.
Lighting: Marianna Frank and
Patsy Tillinghast.
Make-up: Jeanne Onnrod.
John Elion, Inc.
115State Street
SAVE MONEY
TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF
for 1
Collegiate Tra"e
USE the Special College ticket plan
fu;'"'students and teachers available
when ready to relurn after Chrisl-
mas from your home town to college;
return portion of ticket may be used
to travel home again at Ihe Spring
vacation or close of college.
OR if the $po,:c: College licket plan
does nct me-ct your traveling can.
'lenience, otner acvantag,::ous round-
trip roil fares are available from
college to home and return to col-
lege during Ihe Xmas vacation.
ANY RAILROAD TICKET AGENT WILL
EXPLAIN AND ASSIST YOU
T,ain Travel is Safe, Saving, Sure
GLADLY
NEW ENGLAND RAILROADS
Absent-mindedness is not confin-
ed to professors alone. One of the
Seniors drove from New York to
New Haven Sunday afternoon.
After trailing a certain car for
about 50 miles) she suddenly re-
alized she was following her father, Carroll Cut Rate Perfumers
in the familiar family car.
158 State Street• • •
We hope Dr. Morris won't be The Best in Cosmetics and
Perfumestoo disappointed when he reads
this. In logic class the other morn-
ing, one of his students, arguing
with her neighbor, broke out heat-
edly with "Why can't you stop be-
ing 10gica'l, and just be sensible?"
CON 'ECTICUT COLLEGE EWS
Caught on Campus
Soph Hop practice of having. every
dance announced at [he beginning
and end of a number, so that dance
programs can really be followed,
and not disregarded? And speak-
ing of Soph Hop, congra.ts to the
committee on a very fine Job.
A Happy New Year
• ••
We feel it only fair to warn stu-
dents never to accept a cigarette
from a certain professor ill the Ro-
mance Language department. He
gavc lip smoking last spring before
finishing a humidor of a well-
known brand of cigarettes. It is
apparently his Scotch blood which
makes him continue to offer the
now-deadly cigarettes to unsuspect-
ing students. In the future we ad-
vise you to carr-y your own, if you
want to smoke in conference.
Yuletide Spirit Pervades
Connecticut Greenhouse
The Christmas spirit has even
pervaded our greenhouse. There is
the Christmas Cactus, an annual
blooming plant with delicate pink
and deep red blossoms, the Crown
of Thorns} and the Bird of Para-
The College Inn
wishes you
A Very Merry Christmas
and
Wednesday, December 13, 1939
disc. Everyone is cordially invited
to visit the greenhouse at any time
and treat themselves to a glimpse
of vivid and rare beauty.
"Cleaner's For Fussy Folks"
Grimes Cleaners
207 Main St. Phone 4421
We Call for and Deliver
For ...
Individual Hair Styles
Revlon Manicures
Try the
Charm Beanty Shoppe
:-130State Street, New London
Opposite Garde Theatre
Phone 7801
THE
.MARTOM
Jnst Down the Hill
Special!
COMPLETE DINNER
Served Every Night For
SOc
Includes
Appetizer, Salad, Entree
and Dessert
Free Delivery on Orders
of $1.00 and Over
Even a Railroad Spike calit "take it"
like this Jewel of a Parker Pen
.qs>
2nd-uBomb" Test: Parker's Dia-
phragm filler encased inan oxygen bomb
FOR WEEKS, wbere a single day
equals 6 months' Donnal age---to prove
its long life.
3rd-"Electrocution": Every Parker
Diaphragm proved 100% leak-proof by
exposing it to 5,000 volts of electricity
which flashes a red light if there's even
a pinhole leak.
SAYS THE RAllROADSPIKE-
"IN ONE OF THE
S TORTVRE TESTS
I WAS CRIPPLED
FOR LIFE BY
FERRIC CHLORIDE
(ACIO) SOLVTION. ~
!GUARANTEED
I
I,
for LIFE
(against everything except loss or intentione! comcgel
We're using more than 250 college 1st-filled with P.cid \~trong ferric
paJ?CnI to tell s~d~n.ts of the 5 dev9s- chloride solution which ate away a rail-
tatmg and devltahzmg feats rect;ntly m'l ""<!:< road spike) instead
perfonned by the Parker Vacumatic to Ii .~ of with mk this' _
prove it will last for life_ No other pen JA. ~ ... crediLle pe~ wrot;na
we know has ever faced. suc!J ~orture.~, 5·mil~ line with the
Ye~ the P~ker Vacumabc did I~--can acid on a revolving
do 1t any.nme-and come forth 10 per- paper-covered drum
foct wodringo'd....R~rke"'.'''OfOe"'" 'rr,~~::;;~ ,:d,i':,r~;
Pencils 10 Pens:
Match: All J41( Gold Poin'l~
$350 TO $500 $500 TO $/250
mw VACUMAT.lC :~E:3
•
PeM m~ked with the Blue.Diam.ond are guaranteee:l for (he life of the owner against
evemhlD.f except loss or lnle~ltlonal dl!-mase, subject only !O a charge of 3k for
postaae. Insurance aad handling, prOVIded complete pea IS returned for senice.
SAYS THE PARKERVACUMATIC.
"I WAS FILLED
WITH THE SAMEACID
- WROTE A LL DAY
-A $-MItE LlNE-
AND I'M JVST AS
GOOD AS EVER/"
4th-"Drip Test": Pen!! filled and
hung points down for hours in frigid
temperature, then in torrid temperature.
5th-Dropped 3,000 ft. from an air-
plane to prove the lovely laminated pearl
barrel and cap are Non-Breakable.
You never saw such a pen. You never
owned one. A sadess pen that holds far
more ink than ordinary rubber sac pens
--shows the ink level at all times, hence
won't run dry without warning, in classes
?r exams. So go and see it now and get
It for college and for life.
The Parker Pen Co., Janesville, Wis.
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Second Of Concert
Series Presented
By Ballet Russe
Three Selected Dances
Render Varied Program
Of Colorful Ballet
The Ballet Russe de Monte
Carlo presented a program of three
ballet dances in the Palmer Audi-
torium on Thursday evening, No-
vember 23. This performance was
the second in the Connecticut Col-
lege Concert Series of this season.
This famous group of professional
ballet dancers who have recently
appeared in The Metropolitan Op-
era House in New York, brought
to this college and community for
the first time, the modern ballet.
The Russian Ballet Group,
which is under the artistic direc-
tion of Leonide Massine, presented
three dances: Les Sylphitles, St.
Francis, and Cappriccio Espagnol.
These three weIl selected dances
rendered a varied and colorful pro-
gram.
The soft, familiar music of Cho-
pin's "Nocturne" transported the
audience at the opening of Les Svl-
phides into a romantic reverie, a
dreamy world of fantasy. The bal-
let chorus appeared as pure white
sylphs against the moonlight scene
that became a visual fairyland. The
principal dancers in this scene were
Igor Youskevirch, Mia Slavenska,
Nini Theilade, and Nathalie Kras-
sovska.
St. Francis, the second and most
effective number on the program,
IS a religious legend expressed
through the dance. The interpre-
tation of the life story of St. Fran-
cis was conceived by Leonide Mas-
sine. The dance is presented in live
scenes; the story is that of Francis
Bernardone who, in youth, spent
his time amid the pleasures and
businesses of the world, but who
linaIly devoted his life to the ser-
vice of the poor. One of the most
touching scenes in the story is that
of St. Francis and the three alle-
gorical women, Poverty, Chastity,
and Obedience. The banquet scene
when Francis renounces his old life
and devotes himself to poverty is
perhaps the most powerful and the
most pathetic scene in the legend.
The story ends on a highly spiritu-
al note as St. Francis weds his be-
loved Poverty and is led up on the
supreme mount of deification. The
entire act is one of great movement
and fine religious interpretation.
L. Lewis & Company
F,:c;tabllshed 1860
«hina, Glass, Silver, Lamps
and Unusual Gifts
142 STATE STREET
YEILOW CAB
Phone 4321
WOOLS
of the latest types and shades. no-
tions, buttons, rIbbons, stamped lin-
ens knitting needles and the new
styie knitting books. Needlepol.nt
all sizes. D.l\I.C. cottons. Also
hemstitching done at
Miss O'Neill's Shop
43 Green St., New London
Dutchland Farms
Groton, Conn.
Breakfast
Luncheon
Dinner
Late Snacks
28 FLAVORS DUTCHLAND
FARMS ICE CREAM
Our campus was originally the
site of many farms, and that
Bolleswood was deeded to the col-
lege by the descendants of the iam-
ily that bought the land from the
Indians? (The Bolleses paid for
the land in cloth!)
M. R. H. Shreve Speaks That New London Hall, Plant,
On The Housing Plans and Blackstone were the original
buildings of the college? ~ Ir.(Continued Pvom Pag'6 One)
Plant gave them to us in time forper acre) and decreased coverage
the college opening in 1915.
(the amount of land covered by a That Thames was built at about
building regardless of its height.) the same time to serve as a refec-
For example, the density in 1850
tory for our first students?
was 90,000; today it is 60,000. Be- That the Palmer fund is gradu-
fore Jl}OJ there were no public
ally accumulating interest so thatregulations for housing projects. h
some day we will have enougMr. Shreve explained that prior to p
this time most of the center rooms money to build the wings on alm-
er Library? It is fortunate, per-in a building received no daylight I I
haps, that we have not bui t t ternwhatsoever (there were windows
before, because newest libraryonly in the end walls), that there
planning technique includes spacewere no running water and no toil-
for individual study. Some day, iner facilities, that the heating plan b
the new wings, there may e a pri-was very poor, that there was no
vate desk for every senior at leastfire protection, and that elevators
so that she may keep all her sourcewere unknown although many of
theme material in one place duringthe buildings were SIX or seven
the composing process.
stories high. In 1901 a law was That years ago. C.C. had a tra-
passed which set up standards of
dition that where the tennis courts
new buildings and provided for the were located there would soon be
improvement of old ones. Today
a new building? Tennis courtssuch a housing development will 1
once lay where Fanning Ha I nowhave fireproof stairways, a lire-
stands.
proof floor above the basement, That the first class at C.C. con-
toilets and running water, a cen- ,
sisted of ninety girls.
tral heating plant, good cross ven- That Windham county raised,
tilatiou, and larger courts and over a period of seventeen or
yards. h
eighteen years, enoug money to
In regard to the financial aspect build Windham house?
of housing, the speaker said that up That the Connecticut College
until 1932 all projects were private enthusiasm of Windham County
or philanthropic ventures. From also motivated Mr. Knowlton to
1932 on, the government has been K d M
give nowlton House, an r.aiding the developments with pub- H 11
Fanning to give Fanning a.
lic money and the services of such That Fairlield County has for
groups as the WPA. Today some seven years been accumulating a
of the housing projects are subsid- like fund with which to build a
ized and some are self-supporting. Fairfield House? They have al-
Mr. Shreve also explained that the ready acquired about seven thotls-
limited dividend housing groups and dollars.
have provided some of the best in- That the playing field 111 the
vestments since '930. As examples 'middle of campus was once Dr.
of the cost of such projects, the
Leib's garden?speaker cited the Harlem River
Housing Development and the
Williamsburg Project which cost
over $2000 per room. This figure
has been reduced recently as is
shown by the Red brook Develop-
ment which cost less than $r 300
per room, including the land on
which it is built. This particular
project has limited the families liv-
ing therein to those with an income
of $1630 or less. The average rent
in such a project ranges from $5
on up to $15 per rool11 per month,
with gas and electricity extra.
This pays only the cost of opera-
tion; it does not repay the govern-
ment.
The biggest improvement 111
modern housing groups has been
their organization into units. The
buildings, in the shape of F's, T's,
H's. or crosses, have separate units
or wings which are grouped
around one vertical core. Such an
arrangement allows Illuch more na-
tural daylight to enter. The or-
ganization of groups of buildi,~gs
into super blocks across which
there can be no vehicular traffic is
another improvement. One con-
cern of the designers of modern
housing developmelits is to elimin-
ate their institutional quality.
Mr. Shreve ended his talk by
describing Parkchester, the new
housing development in the Bronx.
built, owned, and operated by the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Com-
pany. There are 5' buildings com-
Leonide ~1assine as St. Francis
presented a powerful figure.
Cnp/Jricio Espn!lllo! was an ex-
cellent choice as it ended the eve-
ning's performance on a gay note.
The rhythmical fandangos and bo-
leros danced by the entire chorus
against a background of brilliant
colors and spirited music portrayed
a vivid scene rypical of old Spain.
Rudolph's Beauty Studio
Leading 'Beauty Shop In the City
Opp. Mohlca.n Hotel Side Entrance
10 Meridian St. Phone 2·1710
~7hat Interests You Most a few friends tarred on a fishing
trip from Red Bank, ~e\\' Jersey.
In This Collegiate World "That was a rather interesting ex.
(Continued Fronl Pau One) perience," said Dr. Chakerian.
studies, and aiding town planning HWe started to cruise around New
agencies. "After this," said Dr. Jersey in my friend's yacht; but
Chakerian, "I served as director of the weather happened to be very
the research division of the state bad. We kept going farther south.
Emergency Relief Commission, We landed 111 Charleston, Savan-
and later as secretary and consult- nah, Jacksonville, Miami, and fin-
ant of the Commission to study ally Key \Vest-we spent so much
Pauper Laws. I enjoy that kind of rime going South, in fact, that I
work immensely, although it is -had to take the train from Florida
hard to get very far with it." to be back in time for the opening
For example, some of the poor of school!"
relief laws in this state go back to ---------
Fordham University this year1640. Dr. Cbakerian's object in I .
has a special seminar in pal' wrrt-studying these ancient laws was to
help reform and simplify them, ing.
and to bring them up to date. One
measure, which was passed by the
legislature in 1937, was to help the
crippled children. Dr. Chakenan
proposed that the state appropriate
$50,000 a year for medical ser-
vices for crippled children. This
act enables Connecticut to partici-
pate in the Federal Social Security
program, and thereby the number
of crippled children who become
chronic charges of the state is re-
duced.
Dr. Chakerian is particularly
happy about another measure
which he helped to pass: Aid to the
Blind. "We were able to amend
the Old Age Assistance Law rath-
er than to set up a whole new bu-
reau for the care of the blind. Con-
necticut is the first state III the
Union to provide for the care of
the blind in this way. This state 1--------------
saves thousands of dollars In ad-
ministrative costs borne by other
states where special bureaus have
been crea ted.
Dr. Chakeriau is interested III
many things outside his special
field of Economics and Sociology.
He likes music very much-Bach
and Beethoven In particular. On
Thursday night he enjoyed listen-
ing over the radio to HandcI'~
"Messiah." He finds movies "re-
laxing, and a grand way to forget
one's work." He likes poetry-
mostly Wordsworth; and regrets
that he no longer has time to read
modern novels. He likes the thea-
ter-and considered "Our Town"
as it was produced at Connecticut
College, "A remarkable production
-as good as the one on Broad-
way." He is active in the New
London Council of Social Agen-
cies, which brings together various
agencies for educational and social
pu rposes; and is chai rman of the
Educational Committee of the
Windham County Social Workers' 1;:;:---:--:-:-:-====:::::;;;
Club. At the present tinle, his 6""••,,,.,,...,,,,,.......,,,..,,,,,,,,.. ,,,,..,,,,,,.......""0
committee is planning a series of
twelve radio broadcasts about wel- Arne}'}"can
fare work in this region.
Sailing and lishing are Dr. Cha-
kerian's favorite recreations. Be- Gifts
fore school opened this fall, he and
posed of t 7 I units grouped around
a huge block through which there
run only four public thoroughfares.
The buildings are arranged accord-
ing to whether they have commer-
cial or just housing uses. Al-
though the buildings are of vary-
ing heights, they are carefully plan-
ned so that they do not shadow
each other. Care is also taken to
avoid any rectangular effect and
landscaping beautifies the whole
project. Residents are selected ac-
cording to whether they are en-
titled to the advantage, will pay
their bills, and will be happy with
their neighbors. Their incomes
range from $J500 to $+500 per --------------
year. The rent, $13 per room in- Try Our Delicious
eluding gas and electricity, IS be- Hot Fudge or Hot Caramel
Sundae with Nuts - 100low the market pnce. No prolit
will be derived from this develop· Olympia Tea Room
ment; the income will only pay for 235 State Street, New London
. Phone 2·4545the project and retire the IIlvest-
ment. The Parkchester group has
cost fifty or sixty million dollars in
the less than two years. This is
rhe latest effort in the housing of
the poor.-----
JI:n'e }-on Het ..·d
Tim. " " "
Patronize Our Advertisers
The Shalett Cleaning
and Dying Co. and
Pilgrim Laundry
2 - 6 Montauk Ave.
Phone 3311
One-Day Service for
Connecticut College Students
CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED
The
Mohican
Hotel
260 Rooms and Baths
A LaCarte Resta"ran t
famed for
Excellent Cuisine
Cocktail Lounge - Tap Room
Dancing Saturdays
9 p.m. until ~I1dnlght
PARKING SPACE
YOU CAN SAVE MONEY
On Coat :Remodeling. Repalrlnl'.
Relining, Cleanlll~ and Glazln~.
New Coats l'tlnde to Order.
.-'\11Work Guaranteed.
·Regal Fur Shop
86 State Street Cronin Bid ...
Phone 8267
Compliments of
Willow Restaurant
24 Bank Street
The Style Shop
128 State Street
SPORTSWEAR - HATS
FURS - KAY DUNlllLL DRESSES
GORDON HOSE
THE HOMEPORT
Cootl
tor
Things to Eat
Phone ts41lS
Fresh Flowers Dally
Our Corsarell Speak for Themselve.
Fellman & Clark
Tel. 5588 Crocker Hou8e Block
MILLINERY
of
Distinction
•
ENNIS SHOP
230 State St.
-:-
POTTERY
By Edward orman
Old Deerfield, Mass.
-:-
PEWTER
By L, Whitney
Rockport, .Mass.
-:-
~Book Postage 1¥.z c per lb.
; Anywhere in U. S.
-:-
Shop In Comfort at
The College
Bookshop
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Patronize Our Advertisersc. C. Departs In A
Flnrr Of Rushing
For Xmas Vacation
B}' LorraJne Lewi.!l ',II
You sit down to a la t minute
quiz, half a brain on the Questions,
the other half on your unfinished
packing. You write furiously with
a pencil-you have packed your
pen in your trunk and your trunk
is en route £0 Ohio, Illinois, or
Kalamazoo-you have to borrow
paper from your neighbor, simply
because you have used up the one
sheet you brought to class; and
when the bell rings, you find you
have been using) as an example of
deflation, the depletion of your
currency for railroad ticket, char-
ity, and the mailing of all the su-
perfluous clothing that would not
fit in your trunk!
But this is no day for such ethic-
al contemplation, so you face back
to the house resolving to rest dur-
ing your entire Christmas vacation,
On second thought you modify
that resolution because you sudden-
ly remember Homer, and how you
have already sworn to go to the
Charity Ball with him. And then
there is that shower for Nancy,
and the Astor's annual Christmas
Eve egg nogg parry-they do have
a trick with egg nog!-and then,
New Year's Eve which comes but
once a year anyway. \Vell, you
won't plan to do another rhing. As
a matter of fact, it is high time you
get to know your family!
Miraculously, you have manag-
ed to close the last two suit cases
while you have been thinking, so
you snatch a hat from the pocket
of your fur coat, struggle to block
it by hand as you bid every foot
step outside your door, "Have a
WONDERFUL time and tell
your family and your dog hello for
me---oh, and if you see Pete tell
him he is the world's most out-
standing rat." You glance sheep-
ishly at your desk at frequent in-
tervals until your conscience has
gotten the upper hand, and with a
distinctly audible groan you open
your suitcase to add Ely to the
general mess, or to try to find all
extra square inch in which to bury
Tennyson. As for your Psych
The Savings Bank of New
London
A Mutual Savings Bank
63 Main Street
Get it at , . ,
Starr's Drug Store
2 Deliveries to Dorms Daily
FOR S~1ART SHOES
Always the
Ehnore Sboe Shop
Next to \Vhelans
For Christmas Glfb .<\ sh.ipment
of nic-nacs for College Girls--
AmUsing animal ornaments-\Vall
brackets - Dressing tables--Cos-
tnme jewelry - Small tables-
Lamps
Ann Hickox, Inc.
18% Merid.ian St.
Interiors
Roger Banks
:::4 Bank St.
presents
Arnold Authentics
and other
Famous Name
Cancellation Shoes
book-well, how about the hat
box:
As the contents of the hat box
are moved around in haphazard fa-
shion, you hear your name men-
tioned in a depracarory [one of
voice, so with all four bags, three
coats, and your portable radio, you
dash madlv down stairs to investi-
gate. It Seems rhe taxi has been
waiting for you at Fanning-
Once the bags have been compress-
ed inro no space at all, you find
that the taxi driver can't shift
gears, Consequently, the fin of
you must decide whether you shall
risk the trip to the station in high,
or surrender one bag to the dormi-
tory for Christmas. Suddenly,
there is Ginger and a whole taxi
to herself, so four of your suit
cases are packed into her taxi.
Everyone else is at the station;
you bump into girls you haven't
seen for months though they live
in the quad, roo--or in the library
as you say you do, ('Vander which
one of us In exaggerating?)
Roughly, 699 other girls are dying
to get on the first section, too.
Once on the train, your ice skates
have disappeared from their perch
on your hatbox. You begin a fruir-
less search through the nine cars on
the train, only to discover half an
hour later that that isl\large's hat
box, and hers is yours.
13l' the time your trip is all the
verge of being over, you have de-
cided that, at any rate, your family
will decide that you have been
working too hard and, consequent-
Iy, you prepare for all avalanche of
sympathy. The conductor bellows
your station in your ear; the man
next to you helps you with your
luggage, and then pants back to his
seat; your family dashes LIp to you,
and you hear your Mother's voice
saying, "But, darling, you look
wonderful! I'm glad you aren't so
rushed you can't find time to rc-
lax!"
Harkness Chapel To Be
Dedicaled On Jan. l'~th
The dedication of Harkness
Chapel will take place Sunday,
January fourteenth at 7 :30 p.m.
The Reverend Dr. Henry Sloan
Coffin, of Union Theological Sem-
inary will officiate, assisted by the
Reverend']' R, Danforth of New
London and Dr. Paul Lauben-
stein, preacher of Connecticut Col-
lege. Mr. and Mrs. Edward S.
Harkness, who are responsible for
the new building, expect to be pres-
ent.
President Blunt Asks
Students To Emphasize
Advantages Of C. C.
(Continued from Page One)
idenr Blunt suggested that these
things, and also the fine faculty
and courses we have should be em-
phasized when students go home
for vacatioll. People will want to
know what you are doing and
what you are seeking. They will
be interested to hear about the cul-
tural background you are building
up, about the habits of thought you
are acquiring, and about your rela-
tionships with your fellow stu-
dents,
"College," said President Blunt,
"gives you a starting p~illt for
these things," and she hopes that it
will give students the desi re and
skill to be of service in their homes
and their communities.
President Blunt said, too, that
the annual report of the college
will probably be sent out to par-
ents during Christmas vacation.
She suggested that students go over
it with their parents, calling atten-
tion to and elaborating upon those
things which may be of interest to
them.
In closing she wished all the stu-
dents a very happy Christmas vaca-
tion,
CO 'ECTICUT COLLEGE EWS,
Billowy Skirts And
High Colors Worn
By Soph Hoppers
Amid the Christmas)' atmos-
phere of the red and white decora-
tions at Soph Hop, fleeting
glimpses of holiday gowns were
caught. :J.latching the class color
scheme, Jean Statts appeared in a
lovell' white satin dress with a
hoop skirt, creating an impression
of southern days in the holiday sea-
son. Quite in contrast, Louisa
Bridge wore a black velvet dress
with a soft touch of lace in a heart-
shaped pattern about the neck and
shoulders. Ruth Moulton made an
exciting entrance in a swirling
rose-wool wrap with a Peter Pan
collar of beaver fur.
~lary Anne Kwis was a VISIOn
in ice-blue satin, trimmed with vel-
vet bows of dubonnet. Lois Bren-
ner was very attractive in a dress
of black taffeta, set off by small
roses around the bodice, and her
wide hoop skirt was tucked up by a
single rose to show just a peep of
a fluted pink petticoat. Pink and
black was also worn by Lennie
'Tingle, who was striking in pink
net, trimmed with rows of black
lace. The quaintness of the dress
was accentuated by a pair of el-
bow-length black lace gloves.
Peg Goldsmith wore a lovely
dress of sapphire blue, and a
matching bow in her hair, while
Teddy Testwuidc was outstanding
in bright red velvet. Mariannc Le-
mon and Nancy Pribe received in
white shirred silk with gold-appli-
qued leaves, and fushia chiffon, re-
spectively. Phoebe Buck wore a
brown silk-crepe pajama dress,
with a floral print top, and a hood
lined with the same material.
Jeanne LeFevre was a class pa-
triot in a full red skirt with a gold-
embroidered jacket of soft white
wool. A billowy skirt of turquois
net set off by a sophisticated black
velvet top added to Jean Pilling's
charm. Sue Smith was lovely in a
black strapless dress with a beauti-
ful long pearl pendant about her
neck. Janet Kane also wore a black
strapless gown with a faint touch
of white lace about the bodice. Bet-
ty Bentley was smart in black vel-
vetand brocade.
Praises go most of all to the de-
signers of the waitresses' costumes:
full white net skirts with bright
red-velvet bodices. We have an
added note, with all due respects to
the masculine gender. In general
the men wore black, charmingly set
off in white.
This touch contrasted sharply
with the color and brilliance of the
dresses, and made Soph Hop the
most festive and gay dance of the
year.
Phone 5805 D. J. Zulianl
Dante's
Italian-American Cuisine
Good Food - Fine Drinks
We Sel've to Serve Again
52 Truman St., New London
Harper Iethod Beauty Shop
ftoom 310 Dewart Building
302 State Street
Specializing in
Fingerwaving and Permanents
S<"alp Treatments Facials
lUankuring
Everything the College
Girl Needs
at
Mary Lee Shop
14 Main Street
I. \Vhar is poliomyelitis?
2. What is the capitol of Fin-
land?
3. When is the next leap year?
-t-. What is a decibel:
5. Who laid [he first Transat-I--------------
lantic cable:
6. What was the Diet of
\VornlS :
], \ Vhat is a duckbiIled platy-
pus?
8. \ Vhat is the Ogpu?
9. From what does the quota-
tion, "Fools rush in where angels
fear co treat" come?
10. Who is William Douglas?
(Answers on Page 1)
Do You Know?
Wednesday, December 13, 1939
Compliments of
Burr-Mitchell Co.
CONFECTIONERS
Rear 334 Bank Street
faculty, Students Attend
Ornithology Lecture
Several faculty members and
students of Connecticut College at-
tended a lecture given on Satur-
day, November 25 in Hartford by
Dr. A. A. Allen, professor of Or-
nithology at Cornell University.
The lecture was accompanied by
colored movies, considered the
most beautiful ever taken, of rare
and common birds seen on Dr. Al-
len's trip through Florida, Texas,
Arizona, and through the Rocky
Mountain Parks to Montana. A
musical background, furnished by
victrola recordings of the actual
bird songs, added a further touch
of realism to the program. Those
who went from C.C. were Dr. and
lVII'S. Malcolm J01les, Dr. Emily
Botsford, Dr. Miller, Mr. Rob-
ert Logan, Miss Sibyl Hausman,
Miss Hersey, Nancy Marvin, Shir-
ley Austin, Elizabeth Kirkpatrick,
Sally Kelly, and Martha Young.
Save Money on
COSMETICS AND PERFUMES
at
Tbrifty Cnt Rate Store
9 MAIN ST.
Kaplan's Luggage Shop
Travel Bureau
123 State Street
Your Gift and Travel Shop
While in New London
Agent for
Mark Cross Gloves
and Handbags
WINTER SPORTS CLOTHES
FOR the fullest enjoyment of WinterSpcrfs, be snugly clad in BRADLEY
WINTER SPORTS CLOTHES. CorniorlabJe.
Stylish, Smar. and Deliqhtfully Colorful,
these well-tailored BRADLEY Garments dou-
hie the exhilaration 01 outdoor life. You are
invite~ 10 call and see the full line-all fresh,
new and individual in design. all in
exquisite taare , ",ll extraordinary values,
moderately priced.
Baby Buffalo Parka
Hoods Are This Year's
Sensation
Perky Parka - $1.95
Muffy Mills - $1.95
Skating Skirts - $8.95
And Stocking - $2.95
NORTHLAND SKTJS
Bindings - PoJes - Waxes
Sonja Henie Ice Skates
SPALDING
Saddle Shoes
ALLING
RUBBER CO.
Next to Bank of Commerc('
GOING HOME?
SEND THAT LUGGAGE
by FAST RAILWAY EXPRESS!
Just phoae the Rail-
way Express agent
when your rrunk or
bags are packed and
off they will speed,
direcc to your home,
in all cities and prin-
cipal towns. You
can send "coUect" too, same as your laundry
goes. Use this complete, low-cost service
both coming and going, and enjoy your
{rain trip full of the proper Holiday spirit.
When you phone, by the way, be Jure to tell
our agent whm to catJ.
UNION STATION
Phone 3363 and 3364
New London, Conn,
RAILWAY
EXPRESS
+"'ATION-WIDIE RAIL-AIR SERVICE
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vile England." Human llature is
frozen into broad, general state-
ments with 110 consideration what-
soever for individual elements. It
is, in brief) a method of presenta-
tion far too similar to Herr Hit-
ler's Nazi Primer.
The other fault lies in over-
emphasis and sarcastic wit which is
so great that the reader begins to
doubt the extent of the truth of the
author's statements presented as
authentic. The truth seems Ilcolor-
ed" by a popularizing play on
words and a propagandistic ap-
proach. As an illustration: "the
keystone of public-school education
is the game of cricket, a rite Quite
unintelligible to mere foreigners,
which consists in throwing balls at
a stick and winning the battle of
Waterloo. II This is of course, al-
together amusing in the "bonner
book" manner, but statements of
this sort do not prove a thesis.
The Decli;le and Fall of the
British Empire, however, taken
with a grain of salt, is well-worth
reading. It is quite conceivable
that the British Empire will even-
tually fall-no empire has lasted-============================~ I forever. Mr. Briffault's main the-r' sis is strong enough. It is unfor-
tunate only in that his method of
presenting proof is weaker than the
theme itself. Realizing this, the
reader, by squelching the hyper-
bole, can grasp the underlying facts
which, after all, are the most es-
Dr. Lawrence Says
Allies Lack Terms
such relinquishment to be in favor
of a' federal union of the world's
democracies, or of as man)' democ-
rncies as stand ready to par-ticipate
"In dodging the demand for a in this arrangement.
clear statement of peace terms, the "'In return for this relinquish-
Allies are throwing away a splen- ment, Britain and France demand
did opportunity to strengthen their that the several member states of
war position and to begin the res- the above-mentioned federal union,
cue of Europe from chaos," insist- and any other states seeking rnem-
ed Dr. Henry W. Lawrence, pro- bership hereafter in the said union,
fessor of History and Government make a like relinquishment of sole
at Connecticut College, in address- ownership and control over their
ing at Bridgeport on Saturda~, De- respective colonial holdings; the
cember.2nd, a luncheon meeting of administration of such holdings of
the Fairfield Coun!y Alumnae of all the nations parties to this agree.
th~; college. f:ie said, 111 part: rnent to be fully entrusted to an
Chamberlain,. Dal~dl~r, ~nd J elective board representative of all
~~mp~ny are domg their lmpenal-I the peoples directly concerned.
istrc bit to lose the. present war. "{The concessions and agree-
They co~l~ so. easll~ win over Iments specified above are consider-
world OPIIllOI~, including much of ed by Britain and France as applic-
the German, If they. woul~ hon:st- able to any people desiring and at-
ly forswear old-fashioned imperial- tempting a democratic form of gov-
ism. Chamberlain's recent state- ernment.' II
merits of peace terms, however, are "Hitler would not be satisfied
largely made up of weasel words with this peace proposal but he
and evasions, that fail to convince could hardly conceal frOl~ the Ger-
e~~n his own cou?try's intelligent man people that the). were thus be-
CItizens, and certainly do not reas- ing offered a third wav out of the
sure the subject peoples, e.g., in In- extremely hot spot in' which they
dia, nor the justice-seeking Ger-] now find themselves. Previously
mans, if any. 'I the ways out for them were only
"If this is not really a war of two; (1) risk all by following
conAicting imperialisms, why Hitlet; or (2) risk a return to the
should not the less guilty belliger- tender mercies of 1919 by opposing
ents make that fact immediately Hitler. The peace offer suggested
clear to all? Instead of mumbling above would give to them a third
ambiguously about «conditions we way out. less desperately risky,
cannot at present foresee," why and, withal, a substantial attain-
should not Chamberlain and Dela- ment of the place in the sun so
dier be forthright and convincing,. long desired.
by proposing some such terms as "Onc vel'\' important reason
the fonowing? why the Allies do not propose such
" 'Britain and France promise to reassuring peace terms is t1Hlt these
relinquis!l their sale and separate would be highly objectionable to
ownershIp and control of all parts the parasites of imperialism in
of their respective empires not al- Britain and France-powerful
ready enjoying full autonomy; profiteering groups inAuential in
both governments, who seem to
feel that their imperialistic profits
are inseparable from the general
welfare of their countries, and who
are obstinately trying to retain
these profits. These Tory die-
hards arc deliberately risking the
loss of the war and the ruin of
Europe."
Scuris Bowling Alleys
Peter Scurls, Prop.
126 Main St., New London
Telephone 9814
National
Bank of COlllme"N' First Series Of French
Movies Will Be ShownEstablished 1852
New London, Conn. (Contill1led from ]'aKe Three)
out of time; is lost in the dark
labyrinths of forgetfulness, and
juggles with that delicate thing:
hi~ own identity."
At the last performance of the
season, May 16th, the offering will
consist of a contrast between the
seventeenth~century one-act come-
dic-farce of Moliere, "Les Pre-
cieuses Ridicules" and a modern
curtain raiser by Sacha Guitry:
"Les Deux Couverts" ("Table for
Two"), both directly filmed from
the stage presentation of the Come·
die Francaise, and with Leon Ber-
nard in the leading role of the lat·
er play. As to "The Affected Wo-
men Ridiculed," it opposes affecta-
tion to common sense in a way
which might provide a clue to our
social world of 1939 as it provided
one to that of 1659·
It is the hope that this education-
al venture will meet with full suc-
cess through the collaboration of
the local and neighboring schools,
and that of all lovers of French in
New Lndon and vicinity.
Otto Aimetti
Ladies' Tailor
Ladies' Tailor-Made Dresses
Coals and Suits :Madeto Order
Fur Remodeling a Specially
Oyer Kresge's 25c Store
86 State Street, New London
Phone 7395
Perry & Stone
Jewelers Since 1865
Stationery Leather Goods
Novelties
Watch and Jewelry Repair
Work Called tor and Deliv·
ered at the College
296 MAIN STREET
Wishing You
A Merry Christmas
and
A Very I-Iappy New Year
TI-IE G. M. WILLiAMS CO.
Information
Thanks!
J. Janet Bunyan '.p: "Whar?
-Xo--I don't know."
(Answer: Infantile Paralysis.)
2. Betsey Barker 'q r : "I don't
know-c-What ?"
(Answer: Helsingfors or Hel-
sinki)
3. Babs Dean '40: "I9~0."
(Answer: 1940)
4. Frances Turner '40: "Deci-
bel? Decibel? O-ho--you're not
--don't put my name with it-
Half a bell-no that isn't the an-
swer. Don't put my giggles down!
-I'm sure I've heard of it but I
don't know where! It's on a ship."
(Answer: A decibel is a meas-
urement of intensity of a sound.)
5. Kay Croxton ' ...3: If Cyrus
Field."
(Answer: Cyrus Field.')
6. Pris Yozell '40: /fA confer-
ence in Germany-Oh no, don't
do that !-something to do with
Bismark didn't it? Oh_"
(Answer: A conference called to
try to force Martin Luther to re-
call his accusations against the
church. )
7. Miriam 'Rosnick '41:
"What? (looking pained) I don't
know."
(Answer: An aquatic egg-laying
mammal found in Australia.)
8. Teddy Testwuide '40: "Is
this for that thing? Oh no, don't
put that thing down. T \Va!> just
about to say something- to do with
;,
all octopus.
(Answer: The Russian Secret
Police. )
g. J liSt inc Clark '42: "Is that
from" As You Like It"? N ow tell
me the right answer. What is it?"
(Answer: Alexander Pope's
"Essay on Criticism.")
10. Doris Golstein '~o: "A Su-
preme Court] ustice."
(Answer: A Supreme Court
justice. )-----
Fall Of British Empirc
Is Theme Of Book
Beit Bros. Market, Inc.
Quality Meats - Fancy Groceries
Fruits and Vegetables - Fresh Sea
Food - Fine Bakery
Dairy Produets
Cor. Main and Masonic Streets
Telephone 9014
FREE DELIVERY
senrial. \Ve need to see the British
Empire presented by an English-
man in an unfavorable light. The
American people obviously favor
England's policies more than those
of any other foreign nation. This
fact has been substantiated by a na-
tion-wide urvey. Therefore, artie-
ularly in this period in which war
propaganda is hitting a new high,
we have too few opportunities to
see the "con" of the situation. And
we need such a book as T he De-
cline and Fall of Ihe British Em-
pire to help us form a balanced
judgment.-----
phere of quiet, small-town geniali-
C)'."
ixry years ago the Ivy Club
was formed, the beginning of a
new social dar for Princeton. I\")
wa a complete ucce ; in 1887
Cottage came along; then Tiger in
189<\ Colonial a year later, and
Cap and Gown in 1894-. By 1904-
Prospect Street really took com-
mand of the picturesque little
town i it boasted thirteen clubs.
In one respect, the Princeton
club system relieves the university
of a problem that might easily turn
into a headache: the dubs take care
of approximately 80 per cent of the
upper-class eating question. But to
offset this advantage, the universi-
ty fears that the Street, with its
congeniality and charm, is conduc-
ive to an intellectual inertia: life is
too pleasant for the students to be-
stir their minds to activity.
"There is little doubt that Nas-
sau Hall has its eye on Harvard
(Continued to Pal'e EIJ:"htl
Princeton Club System
Celebrates Anniversary
Princeton University celebrates
the sixtieth anniversary of its club
system this fall. Today, as in the
past, the administrative body
frowns but has little control over
the workings of the students' social
order. Wood row Wilson tried to
abolish the system, declaring:
"The side show is seeking to run
the main tent. I won't be president
of a country club."
But he failed, as others failed be-
fore him and have failed since.
Too strongly entrenched in the
way of student life, too strongly
hallowed in tradition, is beautiful,
serene Prospect Street, with its
sevcnteen eating clubs-the street
that gives Princeton "her unde-
served country-club reputation and
the source of much of her atlllos-
Union Lyceum Taxi Co.
Incorporated
Taxi or Private Cars
Fh'e Cun Ride 0.8 Cheaply as One
26 State Sl Phone 3000
The Blue Cab Phone 4303
CORSAGES
Gay, Color'Cul and A"listie
lleasonably Priced
Prompl Delive.·y
Take with you a. two pOund box
of BItter Sweet Peppermints for
Your FamOy
65c 2 lbs.
Fisher, Florist
104 Phone
State 3358
Opposite Main
F"csh Salted Nuts - 59c lb.
PETERSON'S
i\JAU, OIWERS f"lLLED l'ROr-.IPTLY
HOM E by
GREYHOUND
IMPROVE your standing as a first-class Santa Claus this year. Cha:1ces
are you can check off a large part of
your Christmas list with the money ::i-eu
save at Greyhound's low fares fc:- :;:.::.:r
trip home. Super·Coaches are we:. :- ::1
comfortable in any weather-a::: :':,e
crowd's always congenial ... G.:; i:1~O
the holiday spirit-get aboard a C:ey·
hound Super· Coach-get going! M:rry
Christmas I
Sample Round·Trip Far ..
Boston, ~IllS!l __ $3.45
Newark, N. J. __ ".50
New York Ci~- __ ".05
Philadelphia, Pn __ 1'.20
Portland, !\le. __ 6.60
Pro\.ldenee. R.. I. _ 2.26
Wilshington, D. C. _ 11.80
'''limington, Del. _ 8.10
Chlengo, III. __ 2l.i0
Cincinnati, Ohio _ 21.70
Butra.lo, N. Y. __ 15.60
Atlantic City, N. J. _7.65
Greyhound Bus Depot
15 Slale S'reel
)'honl' 2-151.3
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In an eflorr to prevent difficul-
ties caused by fault)' study meth-
ods, Harvard L'ni\'crsity officials
will this rear examine freshman
lecture and reading notes.
The notes will be called for un-
expectedly and frequently at sec-
tion meetings, but the history pro-
fessor in charge of the course in
which this new check-up procedure
will be used did nor state what ef-
fecr the notes would have on
grades.
In addition to this, the professor
has i ued a special set of instruc-
tions on note-raking.-(ACP)
with the aid of an educated indian,
a dictionary and grammar which
mar be used for reaching the 1311-
guage.-(ACP)
• • •
Prmceton Glib System
Celebrates Anniversary
{Continued from Pnce Seven!
and Yale," says Ziegler. "Under
their house and college plans there
are :\lasters in Residence and (\I.
tors who eat with the students.
There is a cress-section of SOCi;11
and intellectual life that Princeton
would like to have, a 'friction of
minds' to accelerate student think-
ing. But on the street there is lit-
tle intellectual atmosphere because
there is no one to stimulate it de-
liberately ... \Voodrow Wilson
attempted to bring the clubs to the
professors; the present administra-
tion has attempted to bring the
clubs to the professors.
The culture, customs and lan-
guages of the American Indian
will not be lost to posterity, if Uni-
versity of Oklahoma authorities
have their way about it.
They have JUSt instituted a new
course in Indian language, the only
class of its kind in the world. A
faculty member is now compiling,
STUDENTS!
WHEN IN TOWN
Brush-Up on Dancing
AT ARTHUR MURRAY'S
• Visit the Arthur Murray Srodios when
you're in town during the holidays and ar-
range for a few "hrushing-up" dance lessons.
Ycu'Il enjoy the fascinating rhythm of the
Rumba, Tango and the new Fox Tror-eafrer
you've had expert instruction! ... You'll dance
with new poise. new assurance and wonderful
new pleasure .... you'll he twice as popular at
Xmas parties. Special low rates now in effect
for college students.
ARTHUR MURRAY
7 EAST 43rd ST. NEWYORK
One of the most attractive
Christmas packages - see it in the stores
and order your Christmas Chesterfields now.
Chesterfields, with their real mildness,
better taste and delicious aroma, give real
pleasure to anyone who smokes.
You can't buy a better cigarette.
Copyti~lu 1939. 1JG(l~ at: Mnu TOBACCO Co.
ester ie s
PIt attzactitJe ~ tWttmu
